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Client is an author, speaker, and business
coach with a book, challenge, and high-ticket
program. She came to us to optimize
marketing efforts and increase conversion
rates on funnels that were not hitting
industry benchmarks or attracting ideal-fit
clients into lower-ticket offers (and not
ascending to high-ticket). She needed a
comprehensive marketing effort across
organic and paid marketing channels that
showed results. 

In the six days leading up to her challenge,
the leaks in her funnels became a huge issue
(and more apparent due to our tracking and
traffic) and required us to step in and
troubleshoot quickly. 

Data Driven Rebel was able to leverage all of
the data we had collected to prime traffic
through optimized ads and create a well-

matched and nurtured audience to promote to.
Our multi-level advertising strategy allowed us
to serve specific pieces of content to potential
customers at different stages of awareness, in

order to cultivate consumer like, know, and
trust where it was otherwise not being built.  

 
In sending better traffic, we were able to
highlight the worst leaks in the marketing
funnel, take quick action to optimize the
challenge, and decrease ad spend while

exponentially increasing results.
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The changes in ad strategy we implemented 60-
days prior to the challenge resulted in a 64%
decrease in ad spend and a 257% increase in
engagement with paid ads. 

Mid-launch metrics (one-week out from challenge)
showed the sales page was not converting
anywhere near benchmark standards (1% - 5%) and
had been performing less than 0.2% historically,
despite ad success. 

Within five days, our data-driven troubleshooting
and funnel optimizations were able to bring the
page up to convert at almost 1% steadily thanks to
primed traffic gathered in the 2 months prior via
paid ads.

All of this has resulted in a proven paid and
organic marketing strategy that, when paired with
a further optimized funnel, is now scaleable for
this client. 

THE SUCCESS



CASE STUDY
IF WE HAVEN’T MET YET, HI! 
We’re the badass team at Data Driven Rebel. 

We specialize in Data-Driven Marketing and Soulful Sales
Funnels for Rebels* ready to push the limits, break the
rules, and smash the “build it and burn it” marketing
cycle that’s keeping them burnt out and broke.

So you can finally understand and take control of your
own results without wondering what exactly is working in
your business and what’s sucking the life out of you. 

We define Data-Driven Marketing and Soulful Sales
Funnels as the mechanism by which you fly your rebel
flag to find your people and serve them YOUR way,
without feeling like you’re selling your soul or trying to
duct-tape together other peoples marketing strategies. 

We lean on and teach our proven model for creating
marketing strategies and building legacy business
without the need to constantly start over. 

DATA DRIVEN REBEL



HYPOTHESIZE SYNTHESIZE ANALYZE

Use market research,
customer feedback, ad

strategy, and our collective
knowledge to hypothesize

and create the overall
marketing strategy

Using Google Analytics, Urchin
Tracking Modules (UTMs), and

data from multiple traffic sources,
we create dashboards that give a
clean and clear picture of all data

to understand what’s actually
happening as we implement our
hypothesized marketing strategy

across paid and organic channels. 

Make meaning of the
synthesized data to

assess our hypothesis,
look for new opportunities,

and make new data- and
human- informed

decisions. 

OPTIMIZE

Implement marketing and
funnel changes based on

data, feedback, and
experience in an attempt

to increase results of
marketing campaigns and

efforts. 

INCLUDES 4 PHASES: 
HYPOTHESIZE, SYNTHESIZE, ANALYZE, AND OPTIMIZE. 

WITHIN THIS MODEL ARE NUANCES, WISDOM, AND EXPERTISE THAT CREATED THE
RESULTS YOU’RE ABOUT TO SEE IN THIS CASE STUDY. 

*REBEL: A BADASS WOMXN WHO KNOWS WHAT SHE STANDS FOR, ISN’T AFRAID TO
USE HER BUSINESS FOR GOOD AND IS READY TO OWN IT

DATA DRIVEN MODEL



BOOK AND CHALLENGE FUNNEL
OPTIMIZATIONS

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COACH

Walking into and optimizing an existing funnel often means
opening a giant can of worms. Especially when most business

owners operate “blindly” without really understanding their
marketing ROI and ROAS (Return on Ad Spend) and are too busy
in the fulfillment side of their business to focus on (or learn) the

ins and outs of their own marketing.
 

This client came to us with two funnels (a book funnel and a
challenge funnel) that were “successful” at bringing in clients,

but she was looking to optimize their performance with data-
driven decision making. She was relying on various service

providers to self-report their results, but she had no real
indication of that performance for herself.



BOOK AND CHALLENGE FUNNEL
OPTIMIZATIONS

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COACH

In our first month together we started to really test ads and collect
data to get an understanding of what was working through the

funnel, with the messaging, and throughout the customer journey.
We quickly found large leaks in the current ad strategy, costing the

client $15K for 0.2% - 0.4% conversions on her challenge funnel. 

Within the first 14 days we identified that
the sales page was the primary breaking
point as we were able to create lookalike
audiences and achieve 3 - 9% Click through
rates almost immediately (1% is industry
standard). 

The client made some minor changes to the
sales page at this point (outside of our
team) but they weren’t efficient and the
sales page continued to convert at 0.2%. 

Optimizations: 

We continued to test a series of top of
funnel and middle of funnel ads leading up
to a challenge, and finally implemented
bottom of funnel ads. 

Despite sending 64% more qualified and
nurtured traffic to the challenge page, it still
only converted at 0.2%, confirming that it
was the primary issue and we would not be
able to help this client scale this funnel
without fixing that breaking point.



BOOK AND CHALLENGE FUNNEL
OPTIMIZATIONS

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COACH

In our second month together we began a more complex multi-stage
ad campaign targeting cold, warm, and hot leads and casting a wider

top of funnel net that we could nurture to the challenge. 

We intentionally designed this campaign based on
organic (video) social content and email content
that we created that performed well. Our intention
was to work on nurturing and educating the
audience through paid media in an attempt to do
what we could to increase overall conversions into
the challenge. 

We were seeing that the book funnel was more
successful in converting challenge participants
when positioned as a one-time-offer (as we
expected from previous experience), so we also
began to push more traffic to the book funnel

Optimizations: 

This combination poured gasoline on the
fire. Initially we saw a decrease in ad spend
by 17% while simultaneously increasing the
reach and post engagement by 126% and
6,936% respectively. We began to see video
playthroughs for $0.01 each. 

Leading up to the next challenge, we also
built social content and email campaigns to
work in tandem with the paid strategy and
saw exceptional results.



BOOK AND CHALLENGE
FUNNEL OPTIMIZATIONS
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT COACH

Increase in reach, impressions and engagement by
more than 145% each.

Decreased CPM (the cost of reaching people) by
52.1%

Decrease in CPC (cost per click) by 52.3%

Driving post engagement and video thruplays
(video was viewed for at least 15 seconds or
played to completion) for just $0.01 each

Nurturing content was driving a $0.03 CPR

In the 2 weeks prior to the challenge we increased ad
spend by 80% and saw the following results: 



Increased reach, impressions, and engagements by 106.3.%, 183.6% and
131.5% respectively. 
Decreased CPM by 36.4%
Increased clicks by 64.9%
Increased Click through rate by 143.8% 

In the week leading up to the challenge, we increased ad spend by 89% and saw
the following results:
 



Time on page was 4+minutes, but our heat maps
were showing that 75% of traffic never scrolled past
the video at the top of the page.

The first order of business was just getting people
to interact with the rest of the page so we could see
what else worked or didn’t based on data (not
assumption).

Optimizations:

1. Duplicated the OG page to build a split test page
(variation) and started running 50% of traffic to the
variation.

2. Removed the video completely from the variation
so we could get some data on what happened when
people actually interacted with the rest of the sales
page.

T-6 DAYS: FINDING THE
PROBLEMS

THE MID-LAUNCH CRISIS &
OPTIMIZATION

T-5 DAYS: SPLIT TESTING &
OPTIMIZATIONS BEGIN

Time on page was 4+minutes, but our heat maps
were showing that 75% of traffic never scrolled
past the video at the top of the page.

The first order of business was just getting
people to interact with the rest of the page so we
could see what else worked or didn’t based on
data (not assumption).

Optimizations:

1. Duplicated the OG page to build a split test
page (variation) and started running 50% of traffic
to the variation.

2. Removed the video completely from the
variation so we could get some data on what
happened when people actually interacted with
the rest of the sales page.



THE MID-LAUNCH CRISIS &
OPTIMIZATION

The UTM links used to track the split test the
day before break something in Clickfunnels and
all the buttons send people to the challenge
waitlist, not the cart.

We lost a whole day of traffic and potential
sales.

Optimizations: 

1. Added new, shorter, video at the top of the
variation.

T-4 DAYS: BROKEN BUTTONS &
A WASTED DAY T-3 DAYS: PRICING PSYCHOLOGY

We notice a higher number of people going to the
cart page on the variation, but still no sales. 

We deduce that people go to the cart page to get the
price, but without any price anchoring and value
building on the sales page itself or the cart page, they
see the price for the first time and leave. 

Optimizations: 

1. Better headline and tagline to grab interest and get
people to scroll. 

2. Add a value stack, price anchoring and clear
pricing on the sales page. 

3. Push 75% of traffic to the variation

 Original Sales Page Variation Sales Page

Unique Vistors 40 163

Total Sales 0 5

Conversion Rate 0% 3%



THE MID-LAUNCH CRISIS &
OPTIMIZATION

 Original Sales Page Variation Sales Page

Unique Vistors 363 1763

Total Sales 1 17

Conversion Rate 0.3% 1%

With these increased conversion results, we let this
page “bake” on the weekend, knowing it’s usually a
couple low traffic days anyways. 

We make one optimization late Friday night to the
order of a couple sections to try and gain momentum
on that 3% conversion rate. By late Saturday night,
with no more conversions, we put it back to the order
from Friday. 

Optimizations: 

1. Move a couple sections back to the Saturday flow.

2. Make a few more minor copy edits. 

3. Move 100% of the traffic to the variation page.

4. Let it bake.

RESULT: By launch day we have 8 more sales from
the variation page, bringing total sales to 13 in a
funnel that was historically not converting and had
brought 2 purchases in the week prior. 

T-2 & T-1 DAYS: BAKE TIME OVERVIEW & IMPLICATIONS 

Within five days, our data-driven troubleshooting,
sales page design edits and minor copy
optimizations were able to bring the page up to
convert at 1% steadily.

From March 29 - April 6th



THE MID-LAUNCH CRISIS &
OPTIMIZATION

A 1500% increase in reach on Instagram, an overall 57.1% increase in engagement, and 112% increase in
website taps, while simultaneously picking up quality followers to replace originally bought (and fake)
followers. 
A 4.2% increase on Facebook, reaching almost 1.5 million people. 

We spent 65% LESS overall on ads for this challenge than the last.
We decreased CPM (cost it takes to reach 1000 people) by 65% 
We grew Instagram followers 1.9% during this launch, reached 774% more people, and increased
engagement by 984%
5 of these sales came from the email launch funnel we created to nurture and convert. 

We were also able to get 6.7% of all traffic to click through to the cart page, and 15% of those who clicked over
went on to purchase the challenge (as compared to 7% previously). 

Organic audience reach and engagement skyrocketed across all media streams with higher quality leads.
The client saw:

Other important metrics that will make this challenge now scaleable: 

All of this has resulted in premium and primed ad and organic traffic that, when paired with continued
improvement in the funnel copy and design, is now scaleable for the next challenge. 



Rooted in data,
driven by impact 
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